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a b s t r a c t

Building on our original Virtual Ray Tracer tool, we present Virtual Ray Tracer 2.0, an interactive and
gamified application that allows students/users to view and explore the ray tracing process in real-
time. The application shows a scene containing a camera casting rays which interact with objects in
the scene. Users are able to modify and explore ray properties such as their animation speed, the
number of rays and their visual style, as well as the material properties of the objects in the scene.

The goal of the application is to help the users – students of Computer Graphics and the general
public – to better understand the ray tracing process and its characteristics. This includes not only
the basics of ray tracing, but also more advanced concepts such as soft shadows. To invite users to
learn and explore, various explanations and scenes are provided by the application at different levels
of complexity, each with a step-by-step tutorial. Several user studies showed the effectiveness of the
tool in supporting the understanding and teaching of ray tracing. The educational tool is built with the
cross-platform engine Unity, and we make it fully available to be extended and/or adjusted to fit the
requirements of courses at other institutions, educational tutorials, or of enthusiasts from the general
public.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In the area of Computer Graphics, ray tracing [1,2] is an im-
ortant rendering technique. It is capable of producing realistic
mages and animations, albeit at a high computational cost. In
eal-time rendering applications, where performance is vital, ray
racing is often too slow and other rendering techniques such
s rasterization [3] are used. While these techniques are fast,
hey often produce less convincing results. Because of this, ray
racing has seen much use in offline rendering applications such
s animated films, but recent advances in graphics hardware are
lso making ray tracing suitable for real-time rendering applica-
ions [4], although often in combination with trained networks
or real-time image denoising.

Ray tracing is, due to its prevalence and importance, widely
aught in Computer Graphics courses. While the core idea of ray
racing is simple, more advanced ray tracing techniques, such as
rea lights and soft shadows, can become quite complicated. The
nderstanding of these techniques can greatly be supported via
isualization. Simple illustrations are frequently employed,1 but
hey are 2-dimensional and static, which limits their effectiveness
s an educational tool.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: j.kosinka@rug.nl (J. Kosinka).

1 E.g. the Wikipedia illustration at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
ay_trace_diagram.svg#file.
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2023.01.005
097-8493/© 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access a
To address this issue, we developed Virtual Ray Tracer
(VRT) [5], an interactive application that visualizes the ray tracing
process. In this extended and adapted version of our original con-
ference paper [5], we present Virtual Ray Tracer 2.0, an improved
and extended version of the original VRT. Our novel contributions
include:

• Area lights and soft shadows (via super/area sampling);
• Novel ray visualization styles (such as according to impor-

tance and/or color contribution);
• Bounding volumes for acceleration (dynamic axis-aligned

bounding boxes and octrees);
• Gamification (with tailored tutorials per level/scene, reward

badges, and more);
• A mobile and web version of the tool.

Our aim was to develop an improved 3D way to visualize
ray tracing, make it widely accessible, and to evaluate the effect
the application has on the learning process. The application has
the potential to help computer graphics students understand ray
tracing faster and better than they would without interactive
visualizations or guided tutorials.

The main demographic for the application is the students
following the Bachelor-level Computer Graphics course at the
University of Groningen. The application will be used in future
iterations of the course to help teach students about ray tracing.

Nevertheless, the application is built to be accessible to as wide

rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of Virtual Ray Tracer 2.0 showing a scene with UI elements
nabled. The scene contains a virtual camera (with the translation gizmo
nabled), a screen with 3 × 3 pixels, and several objects. Primary, reflection, and
hadow rays are visualized (and animated) to explain the ray tracing process.

n audience as possible, so anyone interested in ray tracing is
nabled to understand and explore its underlying concepts.
We start by reviewing related work (Section 2) and providing

elevant background information regarding VRT extensions (Sec-
ion 3). In Section 4 we discuss the general design of the applica-
ion while Section 5 introduces the gamification concepts that we
dopted for our tool. Section 6 briefly outlines the structure of our
mplementation in VRT 2.0; please refer to the Appendix for an
n-depth description and a detailed discussion of the changes in
RT 2.0 over the original VRT. In Section 7 we evaluate the results
f the user studies we conducted. We state our conclusions and
iscuss potential future work in Section 8.

. Related work

Our original VRT application [5] was designed to improve the
earning process by providing a visualization of ray tracing tech-
iques. While other applications visualizing certain aspects and
etrics of ray tracing exist [6–9], these are not specifically aimed
t education. The abundance of such applications does suggest
hat visualization is a useful tool in understanding ray tracing.
onversely, there are many applications aimed at teaching ray
racing, but they do not directly visualize the ray tracing process
tself [10,11].

Nevertheless, the idea for an educational application that vi-
ualizes ray tracing is not entirely unique. One of the first imple-
entations comes in the form of a set of Java Applets developed

n 1999 [12]. Unsurprisingly, its age means that the application is
ather simple by today’s standards and thus unlikely to be useful
or teaching ray tracing today. This is cemented by the fact that
he application seems to be no longer available online. Its age
nd unavailability also mean that it is not possible to extend the
pplication to meet modern standards of graphical fidelity and
nteractivity.

A more recent application similar to ours is the Ray Tracing
isualization Toolkit (rtVTK) [13]. As the name suggests, rtVTK is
toolkit for the visualization of ray tracing. The main goals of

tVTK are to aid in the development of ray tracing applications
nd to help with ray tracing education. However, the authors
hemselves admit that rtVTK may be too complicated for the
atter. The main issue is that rtVTK requires users to hook up
he toolkit with their own ray tracing application. While this
pproach means the toolkit can be used in nearly any ray tracing
pplication, it is not exactly trivial. For an educational application
eant to be accessible to as many people as possible this is not

deal.
Our VRT [5] filled this gap by providing a dedicated and user

riendly educational application that visualizes the ray tracing
90
Fig. 2. (a) Rendering with no super-sampling. Left is the scene with a screen
overlay where each pixel has one ray in the middle of the pixel, right is the
rendered image. (b) Rendering with super-sampling using 4 samples per pixel.
Left is the scene with a screen overlay where each pixel has 4 rays distributed
over the pixel, right is the rendered image.

process. The present VRT 2.0 builds on this by adding several
features and extensions to VRT, including aspects of distributed
ray tracing [14,15] to provide but also visualize the processes
behind area lights and soft shadows, acceleration spatial data
structures [1,2,16], and concepts of gamification [17,18] to make
the tool fun to use and engaging, among other improvements, as
discussed in detail below.

3. Background

Here we briefly review relevant background information con-
cerning new concepts that we have integrated into VRT 2.0:
distributed ray tracing (Section 3.1) and bounding volumes for
acceleration (Section 3.2).

3.1. Distributed ray tracing

The term Distributed Ray Tracing was first coined by Cook in
1984 [14]. The concept entails integrating (or distributing) rays
over some domain to create certain effects that are typically not
available with standard ray tracing. For example, soft shadows
can be created by distributing rays over the area of an area light
source (as opposed to hard shadows created by point lights).
In theory, to render an image with distributed ray tracing, an
equation which includes integrals must be solved, such as those
involving the rays distributed over a certain range. In practice,
these integrals are often approximated using the Monte Carlo
method [15]. By taking appropriately distributed and weighted
samples (rays) from the given range, the exact value of the
integral at hand is approximated. For soft shadows, this entails
shooting rays to different points on an area light source and
averaging the result. The downside is that many samples are
needed for an accurate approximation, but the upsides are that
the method itself is quite simple and that its computational cost
can be adjusted depending on the desired quality. In VRT 2.0, we
provide two examples of distributed ray tracing: super-sampling
(Section 3.1.1) and soft shadows (Section 3.1.2), as discussed next.

3.1.1. Super-sampling
Super-sampling can be used to avoid aliasing, the effect when

edges appear jagged due to a low image or screen resolution. It
reduces this type of aliasing with an intuitive approach: shoot
(distribute) more than one ray through each pixel and average
the result. The normal rendering approach in ray tracing is to
determine the pixel color by shooting a ray through the middle
of the pixel. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a).

With super-sampling, we do not shoot a single ray through the
(middle of the) pixel, but multiple rays distributed over the pixel’s
area. Every ray counts as a sample, and each ray contributes
1/s to the pixel’s final color, where s is the number of samples
per pixel. There are many different algorithms to determine how
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Fig. 3. Hard shadows produced by point light sources (left) versus soft shadows
rising from area light sources (right).

o distribute the rays over the pixel’s area [2]. For education
urposes, we chose to go with uniform sampling with 1, 4, or
samples per pixel (set by the user). This means that all samples
re spread out evenly, not only within each pixel but across the
ntire image, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (b).

.1.2. Soft shadows
There are two major types of shadows: hard shadows created

y point light sources, and soft shadows created by area light
ources. Hard shadows have hard edges; a light ray either reaches
point light (no shadow) or it does not (full shadow). There is
othing in between. Hard shadows are often seen as unrealistic
ecause almost all shadows in real life are soft shadows. However,
hey are realistic enough in some scenarios, simple to understand,
nd more efficient to compute than soft shadows.
Soft shadows arise from a light source that does not illuminate

rom a point, but from an area: an area light. An area light source
ay be fully visible or not visible at all from a point in the scene.
r, it can be partially visible, thus giving rise to a soft shadow.
his concept is visualized in Fig. 3.
To compute soft shadows, we need to determine how much

f the light’s area is visible from a particular point. To get the
xact answer, one needs to compute an integral over the light
ource’s area. As mentioned above, this is difficult. Instead, we
esort to distributed ray tracing again and approximate the result
y taking s uniformly spread samples over the area light(s) in the
cene with s ∈ {22, 32, . . . , 102

}. s can be set individually for each
rea light by the user.

.2. Bounding volumes for acceleration

A myriad of bounding volumes and their hierarchies exists to
ccelerate ray tracing [19]. The overarching principle is simple:
iven a complex object composed of many triangles, a standard
ay-object intersection routine needs to check each triangle in-
ividually for ray intersections. In case a bounding volume of
he object is known, it is sufficient to test only the bounding
olume for ray intersection to register a miss. We bring two such
olumes to VRT 2.0: axis aligned bounding boxes (Section 3.2.1)
nd octrees (Section 3.2.2).

.2.1. Axis aligned bounding boxes
The axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) of a 3D object with

x, y, z) positions has two of its diagonally opposite corners at
xmin, ymin, zmin) and (xmax, ymax, zmax). AABBs spatially encapsu-
ate the object within them. Computing whether a ray intersects

bounding box or not before checking for intersections with

91
Fig. 4. A 2D illustration of the axis-aligned bounding box and octree concepts.
The given shape (in gray) is to be intersected with several rays originating at the
eye/camera (magenta). The blue ray misses the bounding box (solid rectangle),
and thus the shape. The green ray hits the bounding box. When using an octree
(here with levels 0 (solid), 1 (dashed) and 2 (dotted)) within the bounding box,
the green ray is deemed to miss the object at level 1. The red ray intersects a cell
at level 2. The parts of the object (here line segments, in 3D typically triangles)
overlapping with the cell highlighted in pink are tested for intersection with the
(red) ray, leading to the ray-object intersection.

the object is key to accelerating intersection tests between rays
and objects. If the ray does not intersect the AABB, then we can
trivially ignore its intersection calculations for the object within:
a ray that misses a bounding box cannot intersect anything en-
capsulated by that same bounding box (see the 2D illustration in
Fig. 4).

3.2.2. Octrees
An (axis-aligned) octree is a tree data structure for spatial

partitioning of a 3D object. Each node in the tree can have either
8 or no children. At level 0, it is the AABB of the 3D object. Deeper
levels are obtained by recursively splitting a node into 8 children
provided it overlaps with the object. The recursion stops when a
given depth is reached (or when the number of triangles in all
cells is below a given minimum).

This way, just like with AABB acceleration, we check for ray
and octree nodes (boxes) intersections first. The following two
cases can arise: (1) The ray misses the octree (root node) com-
pletely. The ray thus misses the object. (2) The ray hits an octree
node. The ray is checked, recursively, for intersection with the
children of that node. Empty nodes lead to no intersection check-
ing and if only those are encountered, the ray again misses the
object. The parts of the 3D object overlapping with the non-empty
nodes are checked for intersection.

This accelerates the intersection finding process because not
all rays need to be checked for intersection with the (complex)
object.

4. The application

The default setup for the application is a scene with some
objects, lights and exactly one camera from which rays are cast.
Fig. 1 shows one such scene. Rays slowly shoot from this camera,
one ray through each pixel of the camera’s screen. When a ray
intersects an object in the scene, a shadow, reflection and/or
refraction ray may be traced from that intersection point. Each
different type of ray has its own default color. For example,
reflection rays are blue while refraction rays are green. Several
example scenes are shown in Fig. 5.

The user can interact with the objects, lights and camera in the
scene by clicking on one to select it. This opens a properties panel.
Properties of the selected object changed by the user are immedi-
ately reflected in the scene visuals and the rays being traced. The
results of the visible rays are displayed on the camera’s screen
and in a preview window (bottom right in Fig. 1).

Again, this only shows the results of the rays being visualized,
so it is very low resolution. The user can press the Render button
in the general properties panel to open a high resolution ray
traced rendering.
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Fig. 5. Example scenes in Virtual Ray Tracer 2.0. Each scene comes with a virtual
customizable camera and screen. A scene can contain an arbitrary number of
shapes and (area) light sources with adjustable attributes (material/color, am-
bient/diffuse/specular coefficients, etc.). The traced rays, by default color-coded
based on their type (primary, shadow, etc.), are shown as well.

Fig. 6. Different materials in the ray traced renderings and in the rasterized
Unity scene. Diffuse materials look nearly identical (left pair), but transparent
materials are only roughly approximated in Unity (right pair).

4.1. Visuals

The core of the application is the visualization of ray trac-
ng. This comprises the ray-traced scene from the point of view
f the virtual camera (shown within the scene on the cam-
ra’s screen and in a separate widget, see Fig. 1), the scene
tself from the user’s point of view (Section 4.1.1), various light
ource types (Section 4.1.2), the visualization of the rays traced
n the scene (Section 4.1.3), and the acceleration data structures
Section 4.1.4).

.1.1. Scene visuals and rendering
Ideally, the scene visuals should match the final ray traced

mage when viewed from the camera’s viewpoint. At the same
ime, it is crucial in our context that the application remains
esponsive at all times even for high ray counts on current com-
odity hardware. We have therefore opted to render the scene
isuals via rasterization, which is computationally much less de-
anding than current real-time ray tracing methods [2]. This
ields smooth and highly interactive operation on current com-
odity hardware – which students and the general public can be
xpected to have – while still conveying the visual appearance
f the result. This intuitively allows users to immediately get an
mpression of the result of the setup within the scene without
eeding to view a separate window. A secondary advantage of
his is that the application can be used to explain the differences
etween rasterization and ray tracing (something very handy in
omputer Graphics courses).
92
Fig. 7. A point light source (left) versus a spot lights source with a 90◦ spot
ngle (middle) and a 120◦ spot angle (right).

By employing a custom shader based on the same Phong
llumination model [20] used by the ray tracer, we can make
iffuse reflections and specular highlights look nearly identical.
he visuals based on tracing recursive rays such as reflections and
efractions can generally not be replicated as easily; see Fig. 6. The
nly exception is shadows where we use the built in support in
nity.
An alternative would be not to try to match the ray tracer

isuals, e.g. by rendering each object with the same uniform color,
egardless of the material settings provided to the ray tracer. Then
here would be no confusion about some materials not lining up
ith the ray traced image. However, this would make editing
bject materials much worse, because none of the changes would
e reflected in the scene visuals. This is arguably more confusing
han the acceptable differences between the rasterized and ray
raced visuals.

.1.2. Lights
VRT 2.0 supports a variety of light sources. While the original

RT offered only point light sources, VRT 2.0 provides also spot
ight sources (with angular and distance attenuation) and area
ight sources.

Point light sources are the simplest kind of light sources. They
re specified by their position in the scene and their intensity.
hey are a close approximation of light sources like our Sun; see
ig. 7, left.
Spot light sources are also specified by their location and inten-

ity. But on top of this, they are defined by additional properties,
hich make them behave like physical flashlights producing a
one of light. The axis of the cone is defined by their position
s well as direction. This cone can be narrow or wide; this is
ontrolled by spot angle. An example can be seen in Fig. 7. As the
ight source itself is an infinitely small point, just like the point
ight, light rays work exactly the same as with point lights, up
o one difference: if a light ray falls outside the cone of the spot
ight, the light source is ignored (the origin of the light ray is not
it).

Area lights have some things in common with spot lights: they
lso have a direction and an ‘angle’, but this angle is fixed at 180◦.
nlike the other lights, the area light is no longer an infinitely
mall point, but an area. As this is a better approximation of most
eal-world lights, it greatly adds to the realism of scenes by giving
ise to soft shadows (Section 3.1.2).

An area light is visualized by a simple rectangle with the front
ide colored as the light’s color and the back side colored black.
n example can be seen in Fig. 3, right. As for the rays, we
onsider two options. We either show every ray as an individual
ay from the point to the sample location, or one big ‘cone’
rom a point to the area light source. The latter approach can
ramatically reduce the number of rays, and thus improve perfor-
ance and avoid visual clutter. In contrast, the former approach
learly visualizes the sampling process. We chose to go with a
ombination of the two. Up to 42

= 16 samples, all rays are
isualized by individual rays. From 52

= 25 samples upward, if
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Fig. 8. An area light sampled using 16 of fewer samples visualizes every ray
(left) and an area light with 25 or more samples shows only a single area-ray
(right).

Fig. 9. No angle attenuation (left) versus angle attenuation (right).

ll rays reach the light or all do not, they are transformed into a
yramid which we call an area-ray; see Fig. 8. If some rays reach
he area light and some do not, we show the rays individually.

To further increase realism, we add light attenuation in VRT
.0. Light attenuation means that light intensity gradually de-
reases according to some formula. We use two types of light
ttenuation: distance attenuation and angle attenuation.
Distance attenuation is a simple way of attenuating light ac-

ording to the inverse square law. The intensity of the light
ecreases proportionally to the square distance from the light
ource. This can be seen from the formula of the surface area
πr2 of a sphere with radius r . As the light travels farther (radius
ncreases), the area covered by the exact same number of light
articles (photons) increases quadratically.
Angle attenuation is a type of attenuation that applies only to

ight sources with a direction: spot and area lights in our case.
t again models real flashlight behavior, this time by lowering
he spot/area light’s intensity according to the angle between the
ight’s direction and the direction to the scene point in question
rom the light. This is shown in Fig. 9.

.1.3. Ray visualization
In order to visualize ray tracing in an intuitive and appealing

ay, we need to carefully consider how we draw the rays. It
eeds to be clear where a ray is coming from, where it is going,
hat kind of ray it is, and potentially also what sort of informa-
ion (color) it contributes. All this combined with the fact that
t should be possible to draw many rays at once makes for an
nteresting design and engineering challenge.

The core idea behind the ray design is simplicity. We want the
ser to be able to clearly see the rays, but we do not want to make
he rest of the scene difficult to see. This becomes especially true
hen the number of visualized rays is large. Therefore, the rays
hould have a simple shape and material.
The simplest shape for a ray is a cylinder. We could argue

hat a cylindrical arrow is a better option because, while more
omplex, it also indicates the direction of the ray. However, we
elieve that animating the rays is a more natural way of showing
he direction of a ray, while keeping the actual ray object simple.
hat we mean by animation is that we gradually extend rays

rom their origin towards their end point. Once a ray has reached
93
Fig. 10. Left: Rays unaffected by lights. The rays look 2D, are too prominent,
and their positions are difficult to determine. Middle: Ray lighting in the original
VRT tool. Most rays look 3D and their positions are easily determined. However,
light rays still look 2D. Right: Ray lighting in VRT 2.0. All rays look 3D due to a
point light source at the user’s eye. This light source influences only the rays.

its full length, its child rays (such as reflection rays) start their
animation. We do things this way as it clearly demonstrates the
recursive nature of ray tracing (see the accompanying video).

We decided to shade the rays based on the scene’s lighting
conditions combined with an ambient color (VRT versions), and
a point light source at the user’s eye (added in VRT 2.0) that
influences only the rays, which are themselves not influenced
by any other (user-specified) lights in the scene. This provides
a better understanding of their position and orientation in the
3D scene. The ambient color was added to make the rays easily
visible even when there is no lighting in the scene, and the
extra illumination from the eye provides a 3D look to light rays,
especially in scenes with only a single point light source. To better
distinguish between different kinds of rays, rays are by default
colored based on their type. The differences among the three
approaches is shown in Fig. 10.

One of the consequences of showing all rays for area lights,
to visualize super-sampling, and screens with lots of pixels is po-
tential visual clutter. To avoid this, VRT 2.0 introduces several ray
visualization styles. The original VRT tool provides only limited
options: rays have a color corresponding to their type; see Fig. 11,
far left. All rays have the same radius, controllable by the user,
and only rays that do not hit anything can be hidden. We have
added several additional options to change the rays’ appearance
to help the user figure out what is happening in the scene, as
follows.

Some rays are really important as they greatly impact their
pixel’s color, and some are negligible, contributing nearly nothing.
Especially with higher levels of recursion, there may be a lot of
these rays that have barely any impact. To declutter the scene,
the user may want to hide these rays. To do this, we have added
the option to hide negligible rays. This hides rays that contribute
less than a set threshold.

By making rays transparent, we can show lots of rays whilst
still being able to see the scene. How transparent a ray should be
is subjective to how visible the user wants the scene to be and
how visible the rays should be. We have added the option ray
transparency and made the level of transparency controllable by
the user.

As already mentioned, some rays are more important than
others. Another option to distinguish among these rays is to
adjust their size, which is in this case their radius, depending on
their contribution. We have added dynamic ray radius as an option
to make the ray’s radius depend on its contribution. This maps
every ray’s contribution to a radius between a certain minimum
and maximum radius set by the user.

Lastly, it is instructive and interesting to the user to be able
to see where the pixel’s color comes from. To this end, we have
added the possibility to change the ray’s color to the color it
contributes to the pixel’s color. This way, the user can visually see
how the pixel gets its color. Several combinations of these ray

visualization options are shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Various ray visualization styles. From left to right (each time, an additional option is enabled): All disabled (the only option available in the original VRT
tool), hide negligible rays, ray transparency, dynamic ray radius, contribution-based ray color.
Fig. 12. The axis-aligned bounding box and level 0 octree (left) and level 3
octree (right) of a goat mesh. Note the adaptivity of the octree: empty regions
are not subdivided; cf. Fig. 4.

4.1.4. Acceleration structures
The axis-aligned bounding box and the octree data structure

are represented as wire frames around the object they bound
(see Fig. 12). The acceleration status is reported to the user, as
can be seen in Fig. 13 in the case of an octree built around
a goat mesh. The user is informed not only of the case that
arose in the intersection test (such as a miss), but also of the
number of ray-intersection computations performed and avoided.
For educational purposes and the sake of clarity, the screen is
limited to only one pixel, i.e., only one primary ray is used in the
scene.

4.2. Settings and controls

One of the most important features of the application is its
interactivity. We want the user to be able to experiment with
different settings and to learn ray tracing and its components
that way. To this end, we allow users to change a wide variety
of settings and properties of objects in the scene, and to add or
remove a predefined set of objects to/from the scene (see the
accompanying video).

We aim to make our application as accessible and intuitive
as possible with our user interface (UI) design. Most of our UI
components are on the right side of the screen. This means that
the scene is always visible so that any changes made in the
properties panel have an immediate and obvious effect. Another
important concept is documentation. All elements in the proper-
ties panel have tooltips, and most aspects of the application are
explained in the help panel. It is important that this information
is easily accessible, but only visible on demand. Further, the
properties panel’s contents change based on the user’s selection.
For example, when the camera is selected, only its settings are
displayed.

Nevertheless, the best UI is, arguably, no UI. If something can
be done intuitively just through keyboard and mouse input, it
is almost always better than designing UI components for it. A
good example of this are camera controls as well as positioning,
rotating and scaling objects in the scene. By placing shapes on a
selected object that can be clicked and dragged, we can translate,
rotate and scale the object in an intuitive way. This technique is
commonly employed in the scene editors of game engines (such
as Unity’s editor). The shapes are often called transformation
94
Fig. 13. The various feedback provided to the user of VRT 2.0 in a scene with
an octree of a goat mesh (with 731 triangles in total) depending on the mutual
position of the single ray in the scene, the octree, and the mesh within it.
In each, the user learns how many ray-triangle intersections tests have been
avoided thanks to the octree.

Fig. 14. Transformation gizmos. From left to right: Translation gizmo, rotation
gizmo, and scale gizmo.

gizmos. Fig. 14 shows what this looks like in our application.
Because clicking and dragging may not always have the desired
precision, we still have position, rotation and scale UI components
in the properties panel, but in most cases the gizmos are a much
more direct and intuitive way to transform an object.

In addition, toggles for each type of light can disable those
types of lights completely. This allows the user to experiment,
for example, with different light types at the same positions. We
also added a button that ‘flies’ the user to the virtual camera that
the ray tracer uses. This allows the user to compare the rasterized
scene with the ray traced scene.

As rendering a scene with an area light and super-sampling
can take longer, we added a progress bar to the render screen
so the user can estimate how long they have to wait before the
render is done.
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Fig. 15. Home screen of the VRT mobile application [21].

Fig. 16. Gizmos of the Virtual Ray Tracer mobile application; cf. Fig. 14.

4.2.1. Mobile controls
Besides desktop versions for all major operating systems, VRT

.0 is also available as a web tool [22]. In terms of controls, the
eb port did not require any changes. However, the same cannot
e said of our mobile port for Android [21] (note that due to
omputational and screen space limitations, this port currently
upports features of the original VRT tool only). We now elaborate
n the needed changes.
The WebGL version of our tool does not work particularly

ell (or not at all) on mobile devices [23], and features like
eyboard input are (typically) not available. All UI components
ad to be adapted to make the application readable and usable
or mobile users. The home screen is shown in Fig. 15. In general,
he buttons, menus, bars, and hitboxes have been made bigger
relative to screen size), and the color picker has been adjusted
or mobile screen use as well. Another modification concerns
he gizmos used to translate, rotate and scale objects within the
cene: they have become larger and are in turn easier to use on
obile devices; see Fig. 16.
Besides all these UI changes, input methods [24] had to be

hanged, too. The application has three ways to move within a
cene: panning, zooming and orbiting. Panning on the mobile
ersion of VRT is done using one touch and dragging this touch
cross the screen. Zooming within the mobile version of VRT is
one with the use of two touches. Orbiting is accessed by double
apping the screen and holding the second tap, and then dragging
hat touch in the desired direction.

. Gamification

The main idea behind gamification is for users to engage in
pecific actions and behaviors in return for rewards. When our
rain expects these rewards, it will release dopamine, which gives
eelings of pleasure. We have thus decided to gamify VRT to
nsure its users are extrinsically motivated [25] to engage with
he tool in order to receive these rewards, and in turn learn
bout ray tracing in the process. Intrinsic motivation is harder
o obtain [26]. In our case, we assume that users are already
ntrinsically motivated to learn about ray tracing, in which case
xtrinsic-based gamification can be very effective [18].
Following the concept of BLAP (Badges, Levels/Leaderboards,
chievements, and Points) gamification [18], we have added the

95
Fig. 17. Top: The pop-up message in the first level of the original Virtual Ray
Tracer tool. Bottom: The step-by-step tutorial in the new version of Virtual Ray
Tracer, in this case displaying the Help Menu task of the first level. These tasks
appear in the bottom left part of the screen; see Fig. 1.

following features to VRT: a step-by-step tutorial (Section 5.1),
points and unlockable items (Section 5.2), and badges
(Section 5.3).

5.1. Step-by-step tutorial

The original VRT tool includes a pop-up message with expla-
nations about the application itself or ray tracing before the start
of each level. Fig. 17, top, shows one of these pop-up messages.

These messages might be skipped because of their length,
causing users to miss important concepts. Others might read
them but still miss important information because they failed to
remember (some of) it. Replacing these pop-up messages with
a step-by-step tutorial addresses these problems and provides
additional benefits. The lengthy text is split into small, individual
steps, which makes the users feel like they never have to read
large amounts of text. Furthermore, the complementary concepts
can be separated from the critical concepts. The critical concepts
are made mandatory and the complementary concepts remain
optional, reducing the amount of required reading even further.

Additionally, the steps that explain certain concepts can be
transformed into small tasks by adding extra actions that the
user needs to complete before being able to continue to the next
step or task. This way, concepts can be practiced immediately,
making users more likely to remember them. If users do get lost
somewhere, they can always go back to a previous task to refresh
their memory. Lastly, a progress bar is shown at the bottom.
Besides giving the user an idea of their current progress, it also
gives the user motivation to fill in the entire progress bar. An
illustration of the step-by-step tutorial in VRT 2.0 is shown in
Fig. 17, bottom.

It displays the task name and description as well as the cur-
rent level and task number. The progress bar shows the current
progress in both visual and textual form. The step-by-step tutorial
also contains buttons to go to the previous/next level and the
previous/next task. As can be seen in Fig. 17, bottom, most of the
buttons are in a disabled state. This is the first level, so going back
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Fig. 18. Badges in the new version of Virtual Ray Tracer. The first and third
adge have already been unlocked.

s not possible. The mandatory tasks for this level have not been
ompleted yet, so the user cannot go to the next level either. The
ser is not allowed to go to the next task yet as they first need
o complete the task mentioned in the task description. We have
lso added a free (cheat) mode option that allows the user to skip
cross tasks and levels. This allows VRT 2.0 to be used in a demo
ode, such as at public engagement events or during lectures,
nd to avoid potential frustration of returning users.

.2. Points and unlockable items

Points in VRT 2.0 can be earned by completing the mandatory
nd optional tasks in the step-by-step tutorial. Tasks that are
ore difficult and take longer are rewarded with more points,
iving users more satisfaction when finally completing them.
ptional tasks are also rewarded with more points to incentivize
sers to complete those tasks as well.
Of course, having lots of points would not be very rewarding

f they could not be used somewhere. VRT 2.0 offers a sandbox
evel where users are able to add objects themselves to create
heir own scenes. These objects are locked until enough points
ave been gathered, after which they become available.

.3. Badges

Badges are earned by playing with VRT 2.0 for a certain
mount of time, gathering a certain number of points, or creating
certain number of objects in the sandbox level. The tool has a
otification menu (see Fig. 1, bottom middle) that shows a pop-
p notification whenever a new badge has been earned. Fig. 18
hows the overview of badges in VRT 2.0 available via the main
enu.
In addition, we have added various sounds (such as for earning

adges) and animations (e.g. fading out/in when transitioning
etween levels) to VRT 2.0 to create a more fun and engaging
xperience.

. Implementation

We now present an overview of the implementation of VRT
.0. Readers interested in particular details of our implementation
an find them in Appendix.
The application is implemented in Unity.2 Unity is a freely

vailable game engine that can be used for 2D and 3D applica-
ions. It is widely used, well documented, and there are many
esources online that explain and discuss its various components.
96
Fig. 19. The design of the general application structure.

his is important for extensibility. Unity also provides build sup-
ort for a wide range of platforms, which allows us to make the
pplication widely available [27].
Conceptually, the application consists of two core compo-

ents: the ray tracer and the 3D Unity application. The ray tracer
akes information about a scene and produces a list of rays traced
n that scene from the camera. The Unity application renders the
cene from a different perspective (that of the user in the interac-
ive application), crucially also incorporating the rays generated
nd followed by the ray tracer.
In Unity a scene contains all information regarding the current

tate of the application, among others including UI elements and
ays. Most of this information is irrelevant to the ray tracer: it
nly needs to know about the camera, the objects in the scene,
nd their materials. As already mentioned, the Unity scene can
hange dynamically based on user input.
Our design to meet these requirements is illustrated in Fig. 19.

he Unity application takes input from the user and changes its
nternal scene. These changes then need to be sent to the ray
racer, which uses its own, simpler scene representation (Ray
racer Scene in Fig. 19). For this, we include a translation layer that
onverts the Unity scene to the format of the ray tracer, which
hen outputs a list of rays for the Unity application to draw (via
he Ray Manager).

Our interactivity and performance requirements mean that the
ranslation from the Unity scene to the ray tracer needs to be
ast. For this, we have implemented the ray tracer using Unity’s
uilt in ray casting utilities. These utilities work directly with
nity’s internal scene representation, so the translation layer is
omparably lightweight: it essentially comes down to filtering for
he objects relevant to the ray tracer.

Implementation details regarding the scene and ray managers,
he ray tracing process, ray visualization, acceleration structures,
ighting, gamification, and VRT ports to web and mobile can be
ound in the Appendix: Implementation Details.

. Evaluation

For performance evaluation, we used a laptop running Win-
ows 10 with an Nvidia GTX 1050 GPU and an Intel i7-7700HQ
PU. With this setup, our application runs at highly interactive
rame rates beyond 100 fps for a virtual screen size of 82 (be-
ond which the presentation becomes significantly cluttered and
ome of the novel VRT 2.0 ray visualization/hiding mechanisms
eed to be enabled). On low-end systems of some users, lower
yet still interactive) performance has been noted in the context
f distributed ray tracing (see below). A detailed performance
valuation can be found in [5].
A series of separate user studies has been conducted to eval-

ate the basic tool as well as novel components in VRT 2.0.
elow, we describe the setup and discuss the results of each
the respectively reported participant numbers include only those

2 https://unity.com/

https://unity.com/
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with successful completions). We present here only overviews of
these studies; please refer to the cited works for details.

Original VRT user study [5]
In this study we had 17 participants, from which 8 had previ-

usly followed the Computer Graphics course. Of the 9 that had
ot, 6 were members of the general public with no formal edu-
ation in Computing Science or a related field. The participants
ere asked to fill in a survey with a set of questions targeted
t education potential (what they learned) as well as technical
spects (quality of visuals, ease of use, etc.), and were also given
he opportunity to provide general comments.

The participants generally think that the application helped
hem to understand ray tracing better. All computer graphics
tudents would consider the tool to be helpful for future students
f the course. There were numerous positive comments about the
cenes and the visualization, e.g.: ‘‘I really liked how you could
ee the rays being traced, how they bounced off of different objects,
nd how they refracted. It was a great visual showcase of how ray-
racing works, and I think students should be able to better learn the
oncepts using it.’’
However, students with prior experience in ray tracing would

ave liked to see more detailed, mathematical explanations of
nderlying concepts in the application. One such participant said:
‘In context of the CG course I think this would be nice to see as an
ntroduction to the corresponding topics (shadows, reflections etc.)
owever it does lack a bit in the mathematics part of ray-tracing.’’
Almost all participants considered the application to be easy

o use. However, it was mentioned by some that they found some
spects of the application confusing or difficult to understand.
rom detailed feedback we saw that controls and user interface
re rated the lowest (with the most potential for improvement).
owever, the majority of users still thought they were at least
cceptable.
Overall, the studies show that the tool achieves its educational

urpose concerning computer graphics students and also allows
o reach the general public.

istributed ray tracing [28]
This user study considered 61 members of the general public

s well as 31 high-school students. We asked the users in six
uestions to indicate on a scale of 1 to 5 how much the tool
elped with understanding a certain concept. In addition, two
pen questions concerned how the tool helped (or not). Lastly,
e asked the participants what they thought of the complexity of
he tool and if they had any other additional feedback or general
r technical remarks.
For participants belonging to the general public, the differ-

nces between the types of light sources and the idea behind
oft shadows were understood pretty well. However, some strug-
led with grasping the concept of light attenuation. In gen-
ral, advanced ray visualization options were considered to be
uite helpful, especially ray transparency and contribution-based
ay color. Users with a Computing Science background gener-
lly found the extensions to be very usable and the underlying
oncepts to be easy to understand.
For the group of high school students, the tool generally

elped them to understand ray tracing quite well, although some
aid that in some cases they struggled with the complexity and
nderstanding the used terminology. Advanced ray visualization
as particularly appreciated, as has already been noted for the
ther groups as well. Some participants remarked occasional
erformance issues on older, lower-end computers.
In summary, this extension successfully helps users to un-

erstand distributed ray tracing. The evaluation showed that the
arget audience of Computer Graphics students can study with
97
the tool very well, also other groups can effectively learn ray
tracing from this application, given some basic knowledge and
interest. The two main obstacles that were observed concerned
the provided descriptions (especially the use of terminology) and
the interaction with the tool (this was found to heavily depend
on prior experience with 3D environments in particular).

Acceleration data structures [29]
We conducted a smaller study with three computer graphics

students who were already familiar with the basics of ray casting.
We asked for comments from the participants via four questions
concerning the visual clarity of the data structures, interaction
with rays and objects, additionally displayed information, and
overall learning experience.

The participants noted that the acceleration data structures are
clearly visualized. Focusing on a single ray and single object helps
in applying the concepts in a smaller scope. The acceleration sta-
tus display works well in illustrating the different cases that can
occur when accelerating ray tracing. However, it was mentioned
that the octree structure does not show clearly at certain angles,
as the lines of wire cubes drawn in the denser areas of the octree
overlap. It was further suggested that changing a 3D object of
the scene and observing the impact of this change could be quite
helpful. Feedback further indicates that more complex setups
considering multiple rays or objects would also be regarded as
beneficial.

Gamification [30]
The user study was conducted with 30 participants from the

general public. We provided a web build for both the original and
new version of VRT, and asked the participants to equally famil-
iarize themselves with both of them for 10 min before answering
multiple choice questions (between two and six response choices,
depending on the question). These asked for feedback regarding
technical aspects, the educational benefit, and the entertainment
value. This was followed by an opportunity to provide open
comments.

In this study we evaluated the differences between the original
(non-gamified) to a new gamified version of VRT. The major-
ity of users (73%) preferred the new version for understanding
ray tracing better, while only 13% preferred the original version
(the remainder stated that they had no preference). The users
that did prefer the original version in this regard mentioned the
(lack of) freedom in the new version compared to the origi-
nal version. Most users found the gamified version to be easier
(77%) and more fun (63%). The percentage of users that experi-
enced issues with the respective tool decreased from 37% in the
original version to 20% in the gamified version. Considering all
factors, generally the majority (77%) preferred the new version
overall. The feedback showed that participants – especially non-
experienced users – found the step-by-step tutorial particularly
helpful.

Mobile version [31]
The user study had 15 participants who belonged to one of

two distinct age groups: eleven were 19–22 years old (students
of Computing Science and related fields), and the remaining four
were members of the general public, aged 45+. Notably, the
participants from the second group had less experience with
computers or mobile devices. This difference is clearly reflected in
the user experience regarding ease of use (see below). The partic-
ipants were asked to comment on the user interface (menus and
panels) and interaction modalities (touchpad navigation) as well
as to provide general feedback about the Android application.

The participants were generally positive about the mobile
adaption of Virtual Ray Tracer. The study particularly focused on
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the user interface (UI) that has been revised to be more suitable
for touchscreen usage. Most of the UI was received well and was
noted to be clear and easy to navigate. 60% of the total partic-
ipants were able to operate the tool without issues. The others
(40%) mentioned they had minor difficulties with either selecting
objects or gizmos. A few participants mentioned the orbiting to
be a bit difficult, but most of the users had no particular problems
with the application after getting used to it. One participant noted
that it was hard to see objects while making adjustments.

The main menu and help menu were also revised for the mo-
ile version and generally well-received by all of the participants.
verall, they were found to be sized well, clear, and easy to
avigate. Two older Dutch participants from the general public
entioned that they struggled due to the fact that descriptions
re given in English, providing an indication that offering trans-
ated versions could help to make the tool more accessible for
ublic outreach.

. Conclusion

We have presented VRT 2.0, an improved and extended ver-
ion of Virtual Ray Tracer [5], an interactive application that
isualizes ray tracing. It was designed to help with teaching ray
racing and to be used in the Computer Graphics course taught
t the University of Groningen, but hopefully also beyond that.
e have evaluated the application and its novel features through

everal user studies. Regarding the educational potential of the
pplication, the results are positive. It is clear that visualizing ray
racing can be of great help in understanding it better. It is also
seful to be able to change ray tracer settings and the properties
f objects in a scene with the visualization updating based on
very change made. This interactivity allows users to experiment
nd see how various settings affect the rays being traced.
The novel features in VRT 2.0 include distributed ray tracing

showcased on area lights and soft shadows), acceleration data
tructures (axis-aligned bounding boxes and octrees), gamifica-
ion of the tool, and its ports to web and mobile (Android). This
as addressed most of the original feedback that we received on
RT [5], such as adding a step-by-step tutorial and options for
ecluttering the scenes with too many rays. And it makes our
ool, which remains fully open source [27] (MIT licence), useful in
eaching ray tracing beyond its basics, and also widely applicable
nd accessible.
We hope that this will enable a wider adoption of Virtual

ay Tracer, not only in university courses in graphics, but also
t events aimed at graphics enthusiasts and the general public.
In the future, we plan to incorporate ray tracing also for

endering the scene visuals. The challenge here is to maintain
igh responsiveness of our tool on commodity hardware and
n the web environment. At the same time, using the current
asterization approach brings secondary benefits: it provides a
irect way of comparing advantages and disadvantages of the two
endering methods, something very useful in graphics education.

For students of the Computer Graphics course, it could be
seful to extend the application in a way that allows them to
djust the ray tracing process itself. We also aim to conduct an
xtended study with a larger group of participants and evaluate
arious learning goals.
In terms of further features and extensions for VRT 2.0, the

ollowing directions sound promising and useful for graphics
ducation: adding support for textures (potentially both raster
nd procedural), incorporating a pseudo-code representation of
he internal ray tracer and (visually) stepping through it in the
cene (something for advanced users and those looking to learn
ow to implement ray tracing), and ray marching (which we have
lready partly explored [32]).
98
Virtual Ray Tracer is fully and openly available on GitHub [27],
which is also where all related material and future updates can
be found.
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Appendix. Implementation details

We now present the implementation details of VRT 2.0, and in
doing this also discuss parts which are shared with the previous
version of VRT [5]. The overall program structure was discussed
in Section 6. We now go into the details of the scene and ray
managers, the ray tracing process, ray visualization, accelera-
tion structures, lighting, gamification, and VRT ports to web and
mobile.

A.1. Scene and ray manager

The application is split into the ray tracer and the Unity
application, whereas the Unity application provides the input for
the ray tracer and also handles its output. To better separate these
two components, we have written the Unity side of our code to
contain two important manager objects: the Scene Manager and
the Ray Manager (see Fig. 19).

The scene manager handles the input for the ray tracer. This
means that it manages any changes that are made to the scene
by the user and presents that scene data to the ray tracer. As
discussed in Section 6, the ray tracer is implemented in Unity
and can directly use Unity scene data, so all the scene manager
has to do is to collect this data into one convenient scene ob-
ject. This scene object is simply a list of references to objects
in the Unity scene, but with one important addition: whenever
an object property is modified, an event gets sent to inform
listeners that the scene has changed. These events allow us to
avoid unnecessary calculations when the scene has not changed.

The ray manager handles the output of the ray tracer. It
requests a list of rays from the ray tracer and is responsible for
visualizing those rays. At the start of the application, the ray
manager obtains a reference to the scene manager and the ray
tracer. It subscribes to the events the scene manager sends out
whenever a change is made to the scene. The ray manager also
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listens for similar events sent out by the ray tracer whenever its
settings are changed. When either type of event comes in, the
ray manager makes the ray tracer produce a new set of rays.
These new rays are then drawn in the Unity scene, as described
in Appendix A.3.

A.2. Ray tracer

Our ray tracer is based on Whitted’s model [33] with Schlick’s
pproximation for refraction [34]. As discussed in Section 6, we
ake use of built-in Unity functions for casting rays and deter-
ining object intersections. More precisely, we employ Unity’s
hysics.Raycast function.3 It casts a ray from a given point

and returns information about the first object with a Collider
omponent it intersects. From this we determine the location of
he intersection, the type of object that was intersected and its
aterial, and all other information that is needed for ray tracing.
Note that our ray tracer’s main output is a set of rays, not

rimarily an image. Of course, our ray tracer can still produce an
mage, but there is an entire set of functions for generating rays
hat is unique to our ray tracer. First of all, the rays themselves
re stored in simple ray objects. These contain the ray’s origin,
irection and length, but also the ray’s type and color. Rays have
ypes for the purpose of visualization. For example, we want to
e able to distinguish between a ray produced by a reflection and
ray produced by a refraction. We can thus color the rays drawn
ased on their type to make it clear to the user what each ray
oes in the scene. Besides its type, the ray object also contains
he color it contributes to its pixel in the final image. This way
e can create an image from a set of rays.
The ray tracer outputs the rays in a tree structure. Because rays

re traced in a recursive fashion, this tree arises naturally: each
ecursively called trace function just adds its ray as a child of the
ay of its caller. Each pixel thus corresponds to one tree with the
oot ray traced from the camera through the pixel. This means
hat the final output of the ray tracer is a list of ray trees (one for
ach pixel).

.3. Ray visualization

As described in Section 4.1.3, we animate the rays by elongat-
ng them in a recursive fashion. One advantage of this approach
s its comparably simple implementation with our organization
f rays in a tree structure (see Appendix A.2). For animation, we
ecursively traverse this tree until we find a ray that is not fully
xtended and increase its length by a small amount. Doing this
n each frame until all rays are at their full length results in the
esired animation. It is possible to reset the animation back to
he start by going through the ray trees and setting each ray’s
ength to zero. Note that this simple approach traverses each ray
ree every frame, while only a few, not fully extended rays may
e of interest in that frame. If needed this could be improved by
aintaining a list of the currently active rays, but the induced
xtra cost is negligible overall.
While often a rather small number of rays is shown for the

ake of visual clarity, there are situations where drawing hun-
reds – up to even thousands – of rays is beneficial. Most impor-
antly, it shows how the rays, as a collective, bounce around in the
cene, and it can allow the identification of individual rays with
nteresting behavior (e.g., a ray bouncing several times before
eaving the scene). It can also help to convey a better impression
f the amount of work involved in ray tracing a high resolution
mage.

3 https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Physics.Raycast.html
99
Drawing a large number of rays does come at a significant
computational cost though, so the ray drawing code needs to
be well designed to handle dynamically generated rays. When
the rays we need to draw have changed since the last frame,
for example due to the camera being moved, we cannot simply
move the existing ray objects in the same direction as the camera
because the structure of the ray trees and the number of rays may
have changed. Unfortunately, the simplest option to destroy the
old ray objects and create new ones in the right positions is not
feasible, as the Unity functions corresponding to these actions,
Destroy4 and Instantiate,5 are not fast enough to handle
hundreds of rays. This means that we need to reuse the already
existing ray objects in the scene, even if the structure of the ray
trees is different from what it was before.

The solution lies in noticing that there is a difference between
the plain data rays produced by the ray tracer and the Unity
scene ray objects used to visualize that data. We can keep the
ray objects around when the ray trees change, but we need to
update their positions and colors to match the new data, and we
may also have to hide some objects if the total number of rays
has decreased. This can be achieved through the use of a so-called
object pool.

An object pool is a design pattern commonly used in Unity
applications when a lot of instances of the same type of object
have to frequently be created and destroyed. It works by keeping
a large number of instances of the object in a pool. When a new
object needs to be created we instead activate an unused one
from the pool, and when it needs to be destroyed we deactivate it.
Because activating and deactivating an object is much faster than
creating or destroying it, this significantly improves performance.

In our application we store the ray objects in such a pool.
When a new set of rays comes in from the ray tracer, we take
one ray object from the pool for each ray, activate it, and set its
position and color to reflect the ray. If there are ray objects in the
pool that are still active from before but are not being used for the
new rays, they are deactivated. This allows us to update hundreds
of rays every frame while maintaining good frame rates.

In order to support all new ray visualization in VRT 2.0 (as de-
scribed in Section 4.1.3, see Fig. 11), certain properties need to be
added to the object that stores ray information (the RayObject).
This includes the contribution of the ray on the final pixel color.
This cannot be fully determined while tracing the individual rays.

The parent’s color depends on the material interaction at the
hit-point plus any color returned by child rays. So once a parent
ray is done tracing all child rays, we can set the contribution for
all child rays with respect to the parent. This is important because
if each ray knows its contribution with respect to its direct parent,
we can recursively determine its contribution to the final pixel
color.

To make rays transparent, they need new materials that are
transparent instead of opaque. This is in general more computa-
tionally expensive than opaque rays. However, we noticed that
if we remove all components except the ambient component of
the transparent materials, it makes them actually faster to render
than opaque rays, and the lack of diffuse and specular reflections
on transparent rays is barely noticeable. We have added two
options to the ray tracer properties panel with which the user
can control ray transparency: a toggle to enable ray transparency
and a slider to set the level of transparency. If ray transparency
is enabled, the RayManager will assign transparent materials to
the rays instead of opaque materials. Every ray gets a unique
material as the level of transparency depends on both the ray’s

4 https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Object.Destroy.html
5 https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Object.Instantiate.html

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Physics.Raycast.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Object.Destroy.html
https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Object.Instantiate.html
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contribution to the pixel’s color and how transparent the user
wishes the rays to be.

To handle dynamic ray radii, we give the user three extra
ontrols: a toggle to enable dynamic ray radius and two sliders
or the minimal and maximal ray radius. If the user wishes the
ay’s radius to be dynamic, the aforementioned function returns
radius between the minimal and maximal radius based on

he ray’s contribution. Otherwise it returns the rayRadius. The
way this is implemented gives the user another unique way of
visualizing the rays, as the minimal ray radius does not have to be
smaller than the maximal radius. If this is not the case, negligible
rays are simply bigger than important rays, which gives the user
the ability to easily find rays that contribute almost nothing.

The ray tracer already stores the color that each ray con-
tributes to the pixel in each RayObject. Just like the RayManager
can return a unique transparent material for each ray, it can
also give a uniquely colored material for each ray, optionally
also transparent. We add yet another toggle to the ray tracer
properties panel to enable contribution-based ray colors. If this
toggle is enabled, the RayManager will not return a material
based on the RayObject’s type, but on the color it contributes
to the pixel.

A.4. Acceleration structures

The two acceleration data structures that we have incor-
porated into VRT 2.0 are axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABB;
Section 3.2.1) and octrees (Section 3.2.2). They are utilized in
levels (two for each) dedicated to acceleration as described in
Section 3.2. In the tool, the ray traced objects within the scene are
RTMesh objects with a MeshRenderer component, via which the
bounds property is accessible as a Bounds class object. This gives
us the AABB and also the root node of the octree of the object.

In order to utilize the AABB to accelerate ray tracing, we need
to check whether a ray intersects the AABB before checking for in-
tersection with the object itself. We also keep track of the number
of AABB misses so that this information can be conveyed to the
user. Compared to the AABB, the calculations using an octree are
more complex. To make the abstraction clearer, we implemented
three classes: Octree, OctreeRoot, and OctreeNode. The root
ode is basically the AABB itself, which is then recursively subdi-
ided into nodes until a certain depth limit has been reached or
he processed nodes are empty.

In both cases, the visualization (see Fig. 12) is handled by the
opcron Gizmos package [35], which allows for run-time draw-
ng. To offer feedback to the user, there are three visualization
omponents implemented in order to visualize how the AABB
ccelerates the ray casting: acceleration status bar; number of
ays ignored bar; hitpoint sphere on the AABB. The acceleration
tatus bar indicates to the user if the ray has been ignored, has hit
he AABB, or has hit the object or not. It updates as the object or
amera is moved around by the user. The number of rays ignored
ar is responsible for displaying the number of rays that were not
onsidered while rendering an image. Finally, the hitpoint sphere
s seen on the AABB as a green dot only when the ray intersects
he AABB. This helps with showing that the ray intersects the
ABB, even though the location of the intersection point is not
ecessarily important for acceleration.

.5. Lighting

As described in Section 4.1.2, VRT 2.0 supports two new types
f lights. The first step to this end was to generalize lights. While
ome light properties are shared (position and color), some, such
s rotation, are not. To this end, we have introduced an abstract

ase class RTLight from the RTPointLight class, made the
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RTPointLight class extend the RTLight class, and moved all
properties to the base class and left only point light specific
properties in the RTPointLight class. We also introduced a new
enum field RTLightType so when lights are accessed, their type
an always be determined.

.5.1. Area lights
Unity’s rendering pipeline used for VRT does not support real-

ime area lights. This is not an issue as we want to have direct
ontrol over the sampling of area lights for education and visual-
zation purposes. Hence, we use a number of Unity’s spot lights
o approximate an area light. We first created an RTAreaLight
bject in Unity, a prefab that has an image of a rectangle.
Next, we introduced a lightSamples variable and make the

cript distribute Unity’s spot lights over the area light’s area. The
TAreaLight object itself has a position, rotation, and scale. If
e add sub-objects, so-called children, they are also impacted
y these properties. So if the RTAreaLight prefab is a 1-by-1
ectangle with the front-facing along the positive z-axis, we can
imply place spot lights accordingly in this rectangle and they will
utomatically be positioned and rotated correctly in the scene.
e uniformly distribute a total number of lightSamples ∗

ightSamples Unity spot lights over the area (see Section 3.1.1),
ake them face along the positive z-axis and they will illuminate

he scene correctly.
The next step is to incorporate this in the ray tracer. We

se jittered sampling to approximate the area light’s illumina-
ion. With jittered sampling, we divide the area light’s area in
ightSamples ∗ lightSamples equally sized rectangles and
ake a random point within each rectangle. So when we ray trace
n area light, we take a total of lightSamples∗lightSamples
amples from the area light and treat each sample exactly like we
ould treat a spot light, except this time we divide their intensity
y the number of samples.
When 52

= 25 or more samples are used and they all reach
he light source, we combine them into a single area-ray, see
ig. 8. This reduces the number of rays significantly and im-
roves performance. This also means that we had to change the
ayObjectPool to support two different types of ray objects. As
his area-ray is a big object, it is always transparent.

.5.2. Spot lights and attenuation
To model spot lights, we simply combined features from the

oint and area lights as detailed above. We opted to use 0.04 +

.1d + 0.06d2 for distance d attenuation. (Note that the typical
scene’s bounding box diameter is in the order of tens of units.)
Light objects have their own properties panel that the user can
access by selecting the light, and in order to better visualize
the difference this makes, we added a toggle to this panel to
enable/disable light-distance attenuation per light.

Angle attenuation only applies to the spot and area lights.
As usual, we model this kind of attenuation by multiplying the
intensity by cos(α)p, where α is the angle between the light’s
direction and the direction to the point from the light, and p is
a non-negative exponent controllable by the user.

These two attenuation methods decrease a light’s intensity,
but there was no option to increase it. We allow for increasing
the intensity of each light by simple multiplication via a slider in
the light object properties panel. A complete overview of all the
light properties can be found in Fig. 20.

A.6. Gamification

The step-by-step tutorial is created as a Prefab with a Tutorial
Manager script attached to it, and added to the Main Canvas.
Tasks for each level are stored in a list along with helper functions
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Fig. 20. A screenshot of all possible light properties in VRT 2.0. Some properties
re not visible or available for certain light types.

Fig. 21. The complete list of levels available in VRT 2.0.

to, for example, increment the current level’s task index. These
tasks are then stored inside the Game Manager, so we can store
the progress for each level when switching between levels (their
complete list is shown in Fig. 21). This way, the Tutorial Manager
is also able to retrieve the current task information and update
the tutorial’s UI accordingly.

Whenever a user has to complete a task by executing an
ction, we need some way of associating this action with the
ask. We do this by adding the same identifier to the task and
he action. When a user executes a specific action (e.g. clicks on
he Help button), we send this identifier to the Tutorial Manager.
f the identifier matches the current task’s identifier, the task is
ompleted and the UI is updated.
101
Badges are stored in a list in the Game Manager with each
badge containing a type, name, description, icon, and a number
that determines when a badge is earned. In the badge collection
menu, we simply create all available badges listed in the Game
Manager’s badge list. A badge that has not been earned yet is
indicated by a disabled-looking state and barely readable text.
In the badge notification menu, we continuously loop over each
badge and check whether they have been earned since our last
check. If so, the user receives a notification displaying the newly
earned badge.

A.7. Web and mobile

Unity supports porting an application to WebGL [23], a 3D
graphics library/API which allows browsers to efficiently render
3D scenes. The rendering is client-based; the scene is usually
downloaded from a server, after which the processing of the
scene is done locally using the client’s hardware [36]. The web
build is available at [22]. The web port worked out of the box,
and, unlike the mobile port, required no UI or other changes.

Porting to Android [21] also in principle worked directly, but
it required several usability changes, as detailed in Section 4.2.1.
As already mentioned, it is important to note that while the
web version is based on VRT 2.0, the mobile version is, due to
performance and screen-space limitations, based on the original
VRT tool [5].
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